SERP2023
Summer Exchange
Research Program

Engineering Schools
Tokyo Institute of Technology
• School of Engineering
• School of Materials and Chemical Technology
• School of Environment and Society

Tokyo Institute of Technology
International Exchange Team
Ko.intl@jim.titech.ac.jp
Why SERP?
SERP is a summer exchange research program, is supported by Tokyo Tech Faculty members, gives engineering students an opportunity to undertake a self-directed research project on a topic of your own choice in your own choice of Laboratory during your choice of the period.

Furthermore, participants are exposed to Japanese high-technology, food and culture which allows development of cross-cultural communication and leadership skills.

Sponsored by the Faculty of Engineering Schools.
School of Engineering
School of Materials and Chemical Technology
School of Environment and Society

SERP 12 Partner Universities
University of Wisconsin-Madison, University of California Santa Barbara, University of Cambridge, University of Oxford, University of Southampton, University of Warwick, Sorbonne Université, École Polytechnique, RWTH Aachen University, Technical University of Madrid, Karlstad University, University of the Basque Country
Eligibility: Master’s & Doctoral Students, and Undergraduate Students in their final year

Research Period: for three months, June-Aug/ July-Sep/ Aug-Oct/ Sep-Nov (even in fall!)

Laboratory Affiliation at Tokyo Tech: Make your own choice of Laboratory at the Engineering Schools from School of Engineering, Schools of Materials or Chemical Technology, and Schools of Environment and Society.

Application and Tuition Fees: Waived

Courses and Workshop: SERP students who start in June can join below courses. Note, should attend all classes and submit reports.
A) Japanese language beginner course “Survival Japanese”
B) Factory & Research Institution visit course “Hightech-Japan”
C) Multidisciplinary Int’l Student Workshop “MISW”

Cultural/Social Activities: SERP students can join a variety of cheerful events!